
Special Rates Set-up

“Stay 4 nights, Pay 3” specials can be easily created for all year or also for certain
dates.
If your specials applies to any day of the week. Follow Procedure A
If your specials applies to particular days of the week, i.e. Sun – Thurs. Follow
Procedure B

Procedure A - Special applies to any day of the week

1 Time Period Set-up

Create a Time Period for each special “Stay” period i.e. 4 Nights
- Excess Period should be Days.

NOTE: This applies for Specials for all year and also for certain dates of the year.

2 Rate Set-up

NOTE: You are able to create Special Rates for all year or for certain periods or seasons of 
the year.
- Special Rates for All Year
Enter in rates for the Special time periods created. 

- Special Rates for certain periods or Seasons of the year i.e. from May - Sept
Select the start date of your “On” period. Enter in rates for the special time periods.
If your Day rate is higher during these periods, enter in the new Day rate.
After all rates are entered, select the start of the “Off” period. Enter in “E” into the special 
time periods.
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Procedure B – Special applies to particular days of the week

1 Time Period Set-up

Create a Time Period for each special “Stay” period i.e. 4 Nights
- Excess period should be Days.

In Weekend/Weekday set-up Panel, select the Weekend setting that best represents the 
days that the special does not apply to.
i.e. Special deals applies to Sun – Thurs, therefore the Weekend setting needs to be Fri –
Sat.

2 Rate Set-up

NOTE: You are able to create Special Rates for all year or for certain periods or seasons of 
the year.
- Special Rates for all year
Enter in the rates for the “Special” time periods.
In the Weekday column, enter in the Day rate. This will be the rate charged for the excess 
periods of the “Special” time periods.
In the Weekend column, enter in the rate that you wish charge for the days that the 
Specials do not relate to.

- Special Rates for certain periods or Seasons of the year
Select the start date of your “On” period.  Enter in rates for the special time periods.
In the Any Day column, enter in “E”. This time period does not relate during these periods.
In the Weekday column, enter in the Day rate. This will be the rate charged for the excess 
periods of the “Special” time periods.
In the Weekend column, enter in the rate that you wish charge for the days that the 
Specials do not relate to.
After all your special rates are entered, select the start date of your “Off” period, enter in 
normal rates in the Any Day column.
Enter in “E” into your special time period columns.
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